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About This Game

*This game is a full-body VR experience. Before playing make sure your surroundings are clear of all friends, furniture,
children, spouses, cats, dogs, long-lost siblings, and important equipment entrusted to you by your clients.

Choose from a variety of sports

Bowling：Select from bowling balls that vary in weight, color and control; Bumper option for bowling beginners

Homerun Derby：A great stress reliever and work out! Knock the ball out of the park and into the stars!

Soccer：Defend your goal from multiple opponents. Beware of the gold ball...

Basketball：Using a classic 3-point contest format, rack up your score in the given time limit. Hit the money ball shot for
extra points of course!

Japanese Archery：Kyudo. An ancient Japanese tradition. Hold your breath for maximum accuracy and aim for the bulls-
eye.

Clay Shooting：The classic Olympic sport now in VR! Test your shot as you aim for the flying clay pigeons. Easy to play
but requires skill to master!

Boxing：Defeat 3 different opponents by dodging, throwing body shots, and landing blows to the face! Shake the
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controllers to get up if you fall ;)

Kart: A thrilling sensation of speed; With complete-control you feel as if you are actually on the track;

Features

Bad at sports? No problem. For all ages and skill levels. Gamers and families alike can get in on the casual fun.

Each sport requires a different set of skills and utilizes completely different controls.

With the ranking feature, you can compete with players all over the world to achieve the highest score.

Realistic experience in each sport

Be prepared for a workout!
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Title: VR SUPER SPORTS
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Sports
Developer:
SAT-BOX
Publisher:
SAT-BOX
Release Date: 13 Mar, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Japanese
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well i don't know why but can't still get black screened, wz overclocked i7 4700hq and gtx 1060 so it's not my hardware's bad.
So this game is totally unplayable for me.
I reckon the game's fun and hope more people to play it
but plz check ur hardware and software status before buying it.

i could not give a possitve review and there's no neutral ones.

so negative for my wasted hard earned lil money

I have to say sorry to the devs and the other players who loved the game.
I finally played the game, and it was full of fun.
Positive and thanks, Developers and Fata1Err0r. I really wanted to like this, but its painfully average.

Here is the current status for me as of July 2017

Goalie - ok, quite challenging, although you have no head or body so the ball can go through you.
baseball - gets boring quick, only home runs count, infield hits score nothing
Skeet shoot - not too bad, but gets old quick as its just left\/right traps only.
basketball - just dull. Although I don't like basketball.
Bowling - plays pretty well actually, although desperately needs multiplayer. Local or net.
Archery - I find static target shoots boring in any sport, so not loving this. Needs more variety.
Boxing - absolutely terrible. Hit register is hopeless, guy stands far too close making you back off until you hit the wall.
Karts - feels like it doesn't belong here, only played it once, frustrating horrible deadzone on steering.
Table tennis - not tried as DLC, looks very arcade.
Golf - not out yet.

I'll update if and when anything improves.. 6\/10

I want to like this a lot because I really enjoyed Wii Sports. Unfortunately it falls short.

First off, it feels lonely. In game there aren't any AI bots walking around or making noise giving you the feeling of being
somewhere like in Wii Sports. Having friends watch you from outside of the Vive is nice but you don't feel immersed because
you are alone in the game world but talking to real people next to you. Add bots that sit and watch it are having random
conversations or cheering or playing their own games beside your area.

Second, the only good games are bowling and basketball. The archery is mediocre, soccer goalie is unintuitive, the homerun
derby is worse than Wii Sports, and shooting and boxing are absolutely awful. But the games does right is polish on these games.
I haven't experienced any bugs.

There's a lot to improve on and hopefully the dev will add more mini games within each game. For example, for basketball
instead of just 3 point contest add HORSE or maybe 1v1 with a bot. For archery maybe add moving targets or time attack
mode. Bowling maybe add bot for 1v1 or add obstacle mode like Wii Sports. Expansions are endless. Wii Sports did a good job
as an entry into the system when that was released. With more additions to VRSports, it could probably have the same impact as
well.

For $9 at the time of this review, I recommend this ONLY as more of a tech demo for showing new to VR people. This "game"
has potential and I hope the dev fleshes it out further. The lack of any settings menu is odd as well and I hope in the future we
can maybe have an avatar to customize or at least adjust graphical options.. Great!
I feel like actually playing that sports.. Most of the sports in this game range from ok to broken, but the one game that instantly
grants this a thumbs up is the boxing game.

The developers should be proud of the boxing game because it is one of the few games that gets the hit detection down perfectly
and the opponent's AI is very well designed and able to deliver a challenging but fair fight.
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If Nintendo ever decides to make a "Punch-Out VR" this engine is the right one for it. Until that happens, I'm sure that anyone
looking for a good VR boxing game will be satisfied with this.
. This game is just no good. The baseball physics are awful, boxing doesn't seem to register hits, the carts control like ufos and
the archery doesn't even let you see your arrows sticking out of the target. Not worth the money.. Fun! Similar to Wii Sports,
solid no glitches, gave me a little work out, need more rounds and AI opponents in boxing, also in baseball maybe add some
basehits, doubles and triples and not just have homers and outs, also would be great if you can have the controllers vibrate when
you strike the ball and when hitting the opponent in boxing. Overall fun game one of my favorites!. Good combinations of
games. Very fun and reasonable cost. The graphics are terrible for a game this simple. Everything is shimmering and my eyes
started to hurt soon after I started playing and made me uncomfortable.. I went into this game really excited. I came out upset.
I\u2019ll start by saying The Game is mainly in a different language, making it impossible to know any controllers or more of
what you are clicking. I read review saying it\u2019s amazing and even better than Kinect or wii sports but they where
WRONG. It has weird voices with accents, and it\u2019s as if people who made it don\u2019t know how games work. Baseball
is either a home run, or it\u2019s out, even if you hit it where someone should catch it. There\u2019s no running bases either.
Just hitting balls and seeing the word Homerun. All the mechanics suck. I highly regret Buying this.
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trash.. dont waste your money or time. I LIKE IT! A must have for new Vive Owners! Lots of fun games to play with your
friends. Very simular to Wii Sports! All of the games were fun and engaging for groups. Lots of casual fun in each game mode.
If your looking for a more indepth experience in each catigory you need ot look elsewhere. However for its price this is a title
well worth the few dollars.

Forget the hater reviews this game is lots of FUN!. this game is horrible boxing and ping pong are horrible, eleven table teniss is
much better. This is the game I have played the most for VR, I really recommend it. The games included within the game and
my rating on them are as follows.

Bowling - 6\/10, the way the game makes you hold the bowling ball is awkward, but if you get used to it i'm sure it is fine.

Homerun Derby - 8\/10, my third favorite game out of the 8. It has 3 different difficulties that make the ball faster. Definitley
feels rewarding when you hit homeruns.

Soccer - 7\/10, in this gamemode you play as a goalie. It looks easy, but is very challenging because you can only block the
soccer ball with your hands.

Basketball - 10\/10, in this gamemode you play a 3 point contest. This is definitley one of the games that keeps me coming back
to this game. It includes 2 modes, one 3 point contest with 6 minutes that takes place in a park and one 3 point contest with a
single minute that takes place in a indoor basketball court.

Japanese Archery - 8\/10, great for what it is. It will most likely make your arm sore after a game or two.

Clay Shooting - 8\/10, also great for what it is. It sometimes gets confusing, but I did enjoy playing it a few times. The other
games just are a lot more fun than this one.

Boxing - 9\/10, The only thing bringing the game down are someof it's physics, but once you figure out a pattern that fits you,
you will really enjoy it. Another game that keeps me coming back for more.

Kart - 9\/10, Probably one of the biggest reasons you are considering purchasing this game. I have tried a few racing games and
this was one of my favorite,and also it is very cheap compared to other VR racing games. It feels realistic when steering. This
game also includes 3 modes.

Overall Game - 9\/10, pretty much a more interactive wii sports in VR.. good game value.i like the bowling best, all the games
are simple to start and play.there is something for everyone,. I'm having fun for the most part. But a request for the developers,
please rotate the hand position so that your vive controllers show your hands sideways instead of palms down for bowling. It
doesn't work right as it is. My controllers have to be physically turned weird in my hand to bowl naturally. Its uncomfortable.
Please fix this. Also, the environments are very blah. It needs more stuff going on. Pictures, trees, birds, shadows, people in the
background, something. It feels very barren, and lonely right now. Maybe I could recommend this after it gets more finished,
but for now, it's very bare bones, and isn't as fun as Wii sports.
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